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are no longer a curiosity and a novelty on the stage,
people begin to pick and choose the plays in which
they will go and see you, and I do not think they
would choose 'Anna Pedersdotter3	You could
pull a few performances through, and it would be
'well spoken of5 like a middling hotel in Baedeker, but
I doubt whether there would be more in it than that "
The letter seemed to me to miss everything that
mattered There have been witches belief in witch-
craft in past ages tortured and terrified the world
The dark power of witchcraft called forth emotions
stronger and more terrible than those which arise m
us from the contemplation of less hideous things
I wanted John Masefield to make an adaption of
Anna Pedersdotter His racy English, as of the fresh
air, would bring some cleanness into this unclean thing
He wouldn't The Censor would never pass it The
play as it stood sinned no less against Art than against
Nature
Evil may have grandeur in it, but the evil in Anna
degenerates as the drama unfolds from a sinful figure
great and tragic, she becomes a mere passionate wanton
Yet the uncanmness and terror of the play began to
take hold of Masefield Slowly he relented He
would do a translation for £20 down and £20 in a
year's time, but would not put his name to it
Under his sure dramatic sense, the play was cleansed
The Anna Pedersdotter that he created is a great figure,
consistently evil, but one whose sins are not drab but as
scarlet
Masefield's  adaptation intensified my eagerness to
produce the play    I set about trying to get it staged
No manager would look twice at it, but I persisted in my
determination    The Court Theatre was taken for six
afternoons and ""The Witch" was at last produced  From
tune  to time I  played the part in other theatres
Wherever "The Witch" appeared she excited intense
emotions and strong feelings   There were sometimes

